
Marketing Lead

We want to bring the same innovation and creative thinking to marketing that we do to game
design and development. That means we’re looking for a creative and experienced Marketer, to
design and then drive our marketing strategy. It is our dream to grow the leading global brand in
nature games, producing a portfolio that has a positive impact on our players lives while
progressing games as an artform and providing one of the best places in the world to work as a
game developer.

Runaway brand values are reflected in everything we do.
Our why: Games are Engines of Happiness - bringing light to people's days to make the world a
better place.
Our how: Players Come First. A Diverse, Inclusive and Supportive Culture. A Culture of
Excellence. Building a Trusted Brand For Life.
Our what: Games Inspired by the Natural World.

Responsibilities

This is what we aim to have you doing in the role, with assistance and support. If you have
areas you need to develop, we will work with you on these areas to get you feeling confident
and comfortable.

● Shape a growing brand and its potential.
○ Develop and drive the overarching marketing strategy for Runaway. We know

where we want to get to, and we need your experience to help us achieve this.
○ Design and execute regular digital marketing initiatives for the brand.
○ Grow awareness of the Runaway brand for relevant stakeholders (current

players, future players, other gaming companies, investors, NZ tech and creative
sectors).

○ Investigate and develop opportunities for Runaway to work with charitable
organisations who fit our brand, and/or relevant organisations.

○ Ensure brand values are reflected and understood by relevant stakeholders.
○ Manage Runaway’s corporate brand presence (website and social media) and

ensure this aligns with brand values and company goals.
○ Measure and report on results.

● Grow Runaway’s player base (engagement and size).



○ Design, execute, and optimise Runaway’s email and VIP marketing strategy.
○ Work with the Community Manager to design and manage social media

campaigns.
○ Investigate and trial new digital initiatives and opportunities to grow the player

base.
○ Investigate our player base (utilising persona research templates), learn more

about who they are, what they like, and use this information alongside game data
to drive idea generation for how to grow our audience further.

○ Develop and manage marketing launch strategies (with support from the
Community Manager, Marketing Artists, CEO and Creative Director) for new
game launches or localisation launches.

○ Ensure brand values (and reflection of these in our games) are being
communicated to our player base, to build stronger connections with our players.

● With support from the CEO, manage external communication.
○ Working alongside the Community Manager, help set the tone for audience

communication across the board.
○ Write and/or review external communication (pitch decks, PR, newsletters, etc).
○ Review and update push notifications.
○ Review and provide feedback on in-game narrative and text (either in a proof

reading capacity and/or narrative structure capacity, depending on experience).
○ Over time, become a spokesperson for the company where relevant.

● Develop and execute PR.
○ Manage local PR for Runaway to promote our business to potential employees.
○ Work with international PR contacts and regularly approach them regarding new

game releases and game updates, to foster brand and audience growth.
○ Manage Influencer campaigns as needed.

● Drive creative marketing decisions.
○ Work alongside our UA team and Art Director, using data from UA campaigns

and best practice guides to refine the creative direction of our marketing
materials (screenshots etc).

○ App Store Optimisation (keywords, descriptions, screenshots, other territories)
and A/B testing of assets.

Skills

The following skills are preferred for this role. You are not expected to have all the skills on this
list - we can support people to further develop skills as needed.

● Experience in brand marketing and digital marketing (can be outside of games).
● Alignment with the Runaway brand and excitement to represent the brand.



● Experience in some (all aren’t expected) of the following: Marketing and
Communications, Community Management, PR, Narrative/Writing, ASO.

● Excellent communication skills (written and verbal) and writing/editing experience (could
be in Community Management, PR, Narrative, etc).

● Ability to analyse campaigns and results, and to balance cost / benefit of different
opportunities.

● Be a creative thinker, with an ability to use data to help inform decisions.
● Excellent organisational skills to work independently and manage projects with many

moving parts. Will be working with artists, community managers and other members of
the marketing team. The goal is to have the Marketing Lead as the central organiser who
coordinates resources for the best result.

Apply

We take pride in our positive, friendly culture and hire people who want to be part of making
something special with us. We’re an inclusive group and encourage applications from people
with diverse backgrounds. We provide a flexible, positive workplace environment - if you feel
excited about joining us, we’d love to hear from you. Please send your cover letter and resume
to: kylie@runawayplay.com


